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Abstract

The increasing popularity of V2V networks with the rise of driverless cars in the recent years have
made them vulnerable to attacks in growing complexity. Accurate assessment of the safety and
security needs of V2V networks based on context and the costs associated with attack mitigation
mechanisms are significant for successful operation of these networks despite adversaries trying to
disrupt their functions. In this paper we provide an analysis of the major security and reliability is-
sues in V2V networks, and propose a systematic approach for the analysis and mitigation of attacks,
based on the break-down of attacks into common feature sets. We also provide cost analyses of ma-
jor classes of V2V attacks using the proposed model. The proposed analysis approach is promising
to provide guidance for research in optimization models for tradeoffs between security, safety and
performance requirements in V2V.
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1 Introduction

Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication allows vehicles to communicate with other vehicles and road-
side infrastructure in the network to exchange data related to traffic jams, safety warnings etc. [1, 2]. The
main goal of V2V communications is to provide assistance to drivers and prevent accidents. When a
vehicle receives data, its internal system responds accordingly in attempt to keep the vehicle safe. When
vehicles communicate with one another, they pass messages that are processed by an internal system
to issue safety preservation methods. Though these features are intended to increase the safety of the
vehicle, they present vulnerabilities that can be exploited [2]. This can be viewed as an attack surface in
which those with malicious intent can jeopardize the safety of a vehicle. The attack surface includes all
the possible ways to attack a target. The more connectivity vehicles have, the larger is the attack surface,
and the more vehicles are aware of their environment, the greater the harm that can be done when an
attack is issued on a vehicle [3].

Major classes of attacks on V2V include threats against availability, integrity, authenticity, and con-
fidentiality, among others [4]. Each of these attacks also have subclasses as listed below [4]:

• Availability

– Denial of service (DoS)

• Integrity

– Tampering
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– Masquerade

– Replay

– Injection

• Authenticity

– Tampering

– Masquerade

• Confidentiality

– Eavesdropping

In this paper we focus on analyzing the actions, impacts on safety and mitigation of V2V attacks, as
well as the relationships between safety, security and performance requirements in V2V communication.
We provide an analysis of the safety, security and performance requirements of V2V and V2I (vehicle-
to-infrastructure) systems, and the possible mechanisms to enforce the security requirements. We mainly
focus on the vulnerabilities of V2V communication that could be exploited by attackers, which can jeop-
ardize the safety of a vehicle. We provide descriptions of major attacks on V2V according to a systematic
attack analysis scheme we developed. Breakdown of attacks according to the proposed scheme will allow
V2V researchers to easily associate costs with each attack when modeling the quantitative relationships
between safety, security and performance requirements to provide optimal system functioning.

The overarching goal of this work can be summarized as follows:

• Analyzing a set of safety, security and performance requirements in V2V along with mechanisms
for enforcing them, and techniques to assess these

• Providing guidance for dynamic adaptation of intelligent transportation system (ITS) applications
to context and need changes using the results of the analyses

• Guiding the development of quantitative models for the relationships/tradeoffs between safety,
security and performance in V2x

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a summary of the data security and
reliability issues in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). Section 3 presents our proposed approach
for systematic analysis of attacks on V2V. Section 4 provides an analysis of major attacks on V2V
using the proposed attack analysis scheme. Section 5 presents a novel mechanism for privacy-preserving
dissemination of data in V2V. Section 6 concludes the paper with future work directions.

2 Data Security and Reliability Issues in VANETs

2.1 Data security issues

In a V2V network, vehicles rely on the integrity of data they receive from other vehicles and road side
units to make decisions regarding safety messages and alerts. Various attacks and unfavorable conditions
as listed below cause data security issues, which hurt the performance and safety of the networks in
question.

• The amount of contact time with other vehicles might be limited for secure channel establishment,
resulting in packet loss [5]
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• Attackers may have full access to a generic DSRC (dedicated short-range communications) radio,
which enables them to read the messages in the reception range, as well as broadcast messages
and replay messages maliciously. Organized attackers might deploy grids containing hundreds of
DSRC radios [5].

• If integrity of broadcast data is compromised, vehicles may present erroneous warnings to drivers,
resulting in disastrous control decisions [6].

• If data authentication is not provided, malicious vehicles might impersonate an emergency vehicle
to perform actions that would normally be punished [6].

• If non-repudiation is not supported, a malicious vehicle could report false emergency situations to
obtain more favorable driving conditions for themselves [6].

• Attackers may broadcast packets with forged positions or block packet forwarding, resulting in
decreased packet delivery [6].

• Authentication protocols face challenges including

– Certification distribution and revocation

– Computation and communication bottlenecks

– Decreased reliance on tamper-proof devices

Data security in V2V networks is generally provided using well-known cryptographic protocols.
Each protocol targets a different aspect of the system as listed below, to provide complete security.

• Certificate verification: Verification of certificates exchanged between vehicles and Road Side
Units (RSUs) is required for all protocols. [6]

• Authentication: This is a core security requirement for VANETs to prevent message manipula-
tion. [6]

• Secure positioning: RSUs, assumed to be trustworthy, determine vehicles’ positions using distance
bounding. Both GPS data from vehicles and position data from RSUs need to be secured. [6]

• Identification of misbehaving nodes: Revocation of misbehaving nodes is crucial. Fast identifica-
tion of such nodes is needed for timely response. [6]

Identification of appropriate metrics for assessing the security of a V2V network is essential for
development of performance and security models accurately representing real-world conditions. V2V
researchers have proposed various metrics to measure the security of a V2V network. Among the ones
with most widespread use are the following:

• Secure throughput: The amount of integrity-preserved payload size divided by the total time to
process it using the authentication protocol

• Error detection rate / Acceptance of corrupt data: The percentage of errors detected in all erroneous
packets transmitted and percentage of corrupt data accepted

• Certificate revocation speed: Time to detect fradulent users and revoke certificates issued to them

• Degree of privacy: Level of privacy protection provided for data transmitted by vehicular nodes
(ideally to achieve at least the same level of privacy currently achieved without vehicular networks)
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2.2 Reliability issues

The reliability of a V2V network is of utmost importance for the safety of the vehicles in the network.
Three main factors hinder V2V reliability [7]:

• Hidden terminal problem in broadcast: Hidden terminals are two terminals sharing a set of termi-
nals within the transmission range of both, while they are outside the interference range of each
other. This is a critical issue in performance, as hidden nodes cause data packet collisions.

• Radio channel fading in DSRC: Multiple reflecting objects degrade quality of received signal.
Fading effects from mobility of senders/receivers need to be accounted for.

• Impact of high mobility: High mobility may cause adverse effects on performance of sending/re-
ceiving (e.g. receivers may move out during transmission of safety-related message).

In order to match the reliability needs of safety-critical applications, the following requirements need
to be met by V2V networks, based on the findings of previous research:

• DSRC safety-related communication must deliver messages with high reliability within their life-
time.

• The probability of the message delivery failure in a vehicular network should be less than 0.01 [8].

• Safety-critical applications require at most a 100 ms mean delay to be effective [9].

• Beacon messages essential for many safety applications need to be sent out at an updating rate as
high as 10 messages per second [10].

Much like security metrics, reliability metrics carry significance in assessing the real-world perfor-
mance and safety of V2V networks. Among the most commonly used reliability metrics proposed by
previous research are the following [7]:

• Packet reception ratio: Percentage of nodes that successfully receive a packet from a given node
among the ones that node sends packets to

• Packet delivery ratio: Ratio of the number of packets successfully received by all receivers to the
number of packets transmitted

• Successful packet delivery probability: Probability that a node within the transmission range of
the sender successfully receives a packet from a given node

• Effective range: The range within which the worst case quality of service metrics is satisfied

• Connectivity in multi-hop VANETs: Minimum number of vehicles needed to have sufficient data
transfer, and how far information can be effectively propagated

3 Attack Analysis Approach

In order to analyze an attack effectively, we identify the anatomy of an attack and the cost associated
with its implementation and mitigation. We also construct a cross-feature analysis, identifying similar
features across different attacks. In our analysis, we take into consideration the category of messages
used to trigger the attack. In this work we only consider safety messages, but the proposed model can
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be applied to different classes of messages as well. Raya and Hubaux [2] mention three classes of safety
messages: (1) “traffic information messages used to disseminate traffic conditions”, (2) “general safety-
related messages” used for “public safety” and (3) “liability-related messages” used in case of urgency
situations such as accidents. These messages include traffic information, speed, position and direction of
the vehicle, and specific traffic events such as work zone, etc. [2].

We assume that five basic security requirements are to be fulfilled by a secure system. Those require-
ments are the following:

1. Each message must be authenticated

2. Data in each message must be consistent

3. The network must be available all the time

4. The sender of each message must be identified reliably

5. “Strict time constraint” of real-time messages must be honored. [2, 11].

[11] groups vehicular network applications under two major categories: (1) safety applications and
(2) non-safety applications. Safety applications include pre-crash applications also known as active
safety applications, and passive safety applications such as airbag and seatbelt. The latter is also known
as a post-crash application. Non-safety applications are composed of “convenience applications” such
as road status services that provide information on road congestion and parking assistance systems, and
“comfort applications” used for entertaining and comfort. In this study, we only analyze the target of the
attack [12]. We assume that the attacker employs legitimate means of communication to send fabricated
messages.

Anatomy of an attack
The anatomy of an attack in the proposed analysis approach is a step-by-step breakdown of the fea-

tures (or actions) that occur when an attack is deployed on a vehicle [13]. Each attack in the model is
represented by fitting its features into the template given below.

Template

Name
ATTACK represents an attack. ATTACK is followed by a number specifying a code for the attack or

the mitigation mechanism. The name after the code corresponds to the attack or the mechanism being
analyzed in the unit.

Description
Description defines an attack or a mechanism being studied.

Features
This part is made of transactions that form an attack. T stands for transactions. T00 corresponds to

the initial step taken by the target. T0x transactions correspond to regular operations of the target compo-
nent. T followed by another number is a unique code for a transaction or a feature. Attacks involving the
same transaction will have the same encoding. The state of the target (connected (T01a) or disconnected
(T01b)) is assumed to be connected at the beginning.

Mitigation
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Each attack can be prevented by a corresponding mitigation mechanism. For a given mitigation
mechanism, there is a cost associated with its deployment.

Cost
Each attack has an associated cost. That is, there is a cost associated with implementing the attack

as well as the impact that it has after it has been implemented. Each mitigation mechanism has a cost
associated as well, as mentioned above.

Impact on safety
This component specifies how utilizing a mitigation mechanism influences the safety of the system.

Impact on security
This component specifies how utilizing a mitigation mechanism influences the security of the system.

4 Analysis of Major V2V Attacks

In this section, we provide a cost analysis of major attacks on V2V using the proposed attack analysis
model. We start with a statement of basic assumptions regarding the V2V network and description of
security primitives.

Assumptions
We assume that the network standard, Dedicated Short Range communication (DSRC) [14], is used,

where the size of the safety messages alone are about 200 bytes (100 bytes of payload, 100 bytes of
header) [15, 16]. We also use the simulation model parameters proposed by [17] as variables in the total
cost estimation equation to calculate the total overhead of each attack. The cost estimation for each attack
is determined by the overhead of each of its features. We add a constant, µ , to the estimation equation
each time a message is received to account for the transmission time.

Message authentication: Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithms (ECDSA)
Each vehicle is assigned private key that will allow the vehicle to digitally sign messages and authen-

ticate itself to receivers, and each message is encapsulated in a SecuredMessage [18], which provides
a security profile for the message sent. When a vehicle sends a safety message, it first signs it with its
private key, and integrates the certificate provided by the certificate authority. The algorithm used for
signing and verifying signatures is the ETSI recommended, ECDSA-256-SHA-256, algorithm. We use
the security methods proposed by [18] for the generation and verification of a signature as follows:

Signature generation:

1. Compute message digest (i.e. SHA-256)

2. Sign message digest using ECDSA-256-SHA-256 and the private key of the ITS station certificate

3. Store generated signature and signer’s information

Signature Verification:

1. Check content of SecuredMessage against the rules of the corresponding security profile
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Table 1: Attack feature costs
Code Transaction Response(s) Time Total Cost

T00 Receive insert message into queue + < 100 ms 50 ms + µ

Message waiting time in the queue (time to wait in the queue)

Data rate = 6 Mbps

Transmission time 0.27 ms

T01 Get Satellite Signal Update location (10 Hz) 100 ms 100 ms

T01a GPS Connection Initialize GPS location and
maintains connection

≤ 5s 5s

T01b GPS Disconnected Fails to maintain connection 100 ms 100 ms

T02 Compute Position Determine approximate
GPS location

0.3 ms 0.3 ms

T1 Message generate signature 0.26 ms 1.48 ms

Authentication verify signature 1.22 ms

T2 Collision read and update location 0.2 ms 0.5 ms

Distance compute proximity to 0.3 ms

preceding vehicle or car
aside, update status

T3 Send Notification send notification if distance
below threshold

0.5 ms (transmission time
between sensor and notifica-
tion system)

0.5 ms

T4 Sniffing CAN - unbounded unbounded

T5 Send malicious
workload in CAN
network

- 15 ms 15 ms

2. Validate certificate against timing, location and security considerations. If signer’s certificate is
unknown, request an unrecognized certificate

3. Check signature of the message using the steps for signature generation

Message Protocol: Basic method
We consider a basic message protocol proposed by [19]. The DSRC standards specify the opera-

tional frequencies and system bandwidths, and are used in the proposed protocol. Under the standards,
each vehicle periodically sends messages over a single hop every 300 ms within a range of 10 s travel
time. The inter-message interval drops to 100 ms and the range to 15 m if the vehicles are travelling at
less than 10 mph. Vehicles make decisions based on the relative distances and timestamps of received
messages and may transmit new messages accordingly.

Table 1 summarizes the costs associated with different transactions in the analysis. Each attack has
at least four minimal features. These features include: receive message (T00), message authentication
(T1), collision distance (T2), and send notification (T3). The summation of the costs of these features
is represented by the variable Tx in our cost estimation equation. The total overhead, Tv, for an attack is
calculated by adding all of its cost features to Tx.
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General estimation:

Tv = Tr +Tx (1)

Tv: total overhead
Tr: summation of feature costs for attack
Tx: T00 + T1 + T2 + T3

4.1 Timing Attack

Description
An attacker intentionally creates a delay in the network, which prevents safety messages from reaching
their users in time [20, 3, 12]. This attack targets pre-collision application and convenience applications.
The intruder’s goal is to render required information useless by flooding the network communication or
adding timeslots to messages, triggering this attack [20].

Features
T00: Receive message
T1: Message Authentication
T2: Collision Distance *
T3: Notification

Output: alert/warning/information

Upon arrival at its destination, a received message is authenticated. T2 is a specific feature of the
pre-collision system. The fact that messages are delayed to reach the vehicle takes advantage of system
computation delays such as computing the distance between vehicles. If it takes 1 ms to compute the
distance and send a notification, the response of the driver or the breaking system is delayed by that 1
ms, which reduces the stopping distance critical to avoid and minimize the effect of the collision.

[12] argues that a lane change message not received on time can delay response. This situation is
highly dangerous during rush hour traffic if a node A changes lanes and delays to send a message to node
B behind it. B may respond successfully to the current situation. However, nodes following B may not
have time to respond accordingly, thus causing numerous collisions.

In the case of convenience applications, if information is downloaded by the services applications,
e.g. road status, the vehicle experiences a delay in time to get to its destination.

Mitigation

1. Firewall to filter-out packets arriving at vehicular network to prevent network flooding

2. Timestamp can be used to assess the timeliness of messages

Cost of the attack
C1: Warning/alert is not received in a timely manner for usefulness
C2: Response delay
C3: Entering dangerous road situation such as collision or causing traffic jam

Cost of mitigation
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Table 2: Timing attack cost
Code Transaction Total cost

T00 Receive message µ

T1 Message Authentication 1.48 ms

T2 Collision Distance 0.5 ms

T3 Send Notification 2 ms

Total overhead 5.48 ms + µ

Computation overhead increases system reaction time. Table 2 provides a summary of the cost anal-
ysis for this attack.

Impact on Safety
Checking arriving packets with a firewall in order to filter-out malicious data packets may result mes-

sages from other vehicles or roadside unit (RSU) not reaching the destination in time. E.g. if a message
about collision or obstacle in front of the current vehicle is not received in time the vehicle might be
involved in a collision.

Impact on Security
Since malicious data are filtered out, a firewall prevents an attacker from introducing harm to the

vehicle. However, the level of security of the algorithm used incurs high computational overhead.

4.2 GPS spoofing and hidden vehicle attack

Description
The attacker creates a “GPS-simulator” to generate false readings to deceive other vehicles [20, 3,

12]. Falsified positions are used to update “location tables”, which are utilized for the vehicles’ aware-
ness of their surroundings [3, 12]. The hidden vehicle attack is a concrete illustration of GPS spoofing.
In this attack, the attacker vehicle attempts to deceive another vehicle into believing that he is better
placed for forwarding some warning message, thus leading to silencing the victim vehicle and making it
hidden. This is equivalent to disabling the system [21].

Features
T00: Receive message
T01: Get satellite signal
T02: Compute position
T1: Message authentication
T2: Collision distance
T3: Send Notification

Output: Alert
It is critical that GPS regularly updates the vehicle position and receives updated authentication po-

sition, also known as location table [3, 12]. Thus T01 and T02 are critical features for the vehicle to
accurately compute how far it is from other vehicles. This distance is also called collision distance in the
features.

Mitigation
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Table 3: GPS spoofing and hidden vehicle attack cost
Code Transaction Total cost

T00 Receive message µ

T01 Get Satellite Signal 100 ms

T02 Compute Position 0.3 ms

T1 Message Authentication 1.48 ms

T2 Collision Distance 0.5 ms

T3 Send Notification 2 ms

Total overhead 104.28 ms + µ

1. Use digital signatures or HMAC, which will provide data integrity and message authentication.
Attacker needs to forge the signature of the GPS-data source in order to pretend to be a GPS-
source, which is infeasible. Digital signatures will provide non-repudiation as well.

2. Assuming that there are at most k attackers, the possible victim broadcasts until k + 1 cars receive
messages. This makes sure at least one car is in the correct state. If a distributed trust level model
is deployed, the victim node might stop broadcasting when it meets a trustworthy node, i.e. a car
with high trust level.

Cost of the attack
C1: No alert issued since messages are silenced
C2: Response delay
C3: Entering dangerous road situation such as collision or causing traffic jam

Cost of Mitigation
C4: Digital signature verification will take time, the length depending on the algorithm (e.g. 5 ms).
C5: The increased number of broadcasts due to the mitigation protocol can saturate the network.
Table 3 provides a summary of the cost analysis for this attack.

Impact on Safety
Digital signature verification may result in cryptographic loss. Queue of signed messages waiting

for verification may become overloaded/full and messages from authenticated GPS data sources might
be lost or delivered too late, which will result in wrong/outdated positioning information.

Impact on Security
It has a negative effect on real-time transactions. Resource problems such as overloaded queues can

become a source of vulnerability for the system.

4.3 Tunneling attack

Description
Tunneling attack is another attack that cheats on geographic position. The intruder exploits momen-

tary loss of position signal by injecting false position information before the attacked node can receive
authentic position information from satellites [3, 12].
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Table 4: Tunneling attack cost
Code Transaction Total cost

T01b GPS Disconnected 100 ms

T01a GPS Connected 5 s

T00 Receive message µ

T01 Get Satellite Signal 100 ms

T02 Compute Position 0.3 ms

T1 Message Authentication 1.48 ms

T2 Collision Distance 0.5 ms

T3 Send Notification 2 ms

Total overhead 5204.28 ms + µ

Features
T01b: GPS disconnected
T01a: GPS Connected
T00: Receive message
T1: Message authentication
T01: Get satellite signal
T02: Compute position
T2: Collision distance
T3: Send notification

Output: Alert
As an example, a vehicle A sends a message to vehicle B while still in the tunnel. B receives the

message when its GPS is reconnected. B performs authentication of the message and computes how far
A is from B’s current position. As a result, the computation may issue a collision alert, causing the driver
to react accordingly.

Mitigation
Digital signatures can be used to provide authentication, integrity and non-repudiation.

Cost of the attack
C1: No alert is issued since messages are silenced
C2: Response delay
C3: Entering dangerous road situation such as collision or causing traffic jam

Cost of Mitigation
C4: Digital signature verification imposes computation overhead. Table 4 provides a summary of the

cost analysis for this attack.

Impact on Safety
Digital signature verification may result in cryptographic loss.

Impact on Security
It has a negative effect on real-time transactions. Resource problems such as overloaded queues can

become a source of vulnerability for the system.
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4.4 Masquerade attack

Description
The attacker constructs malicious messages targeting vehicles’ critical systems like brakes, engine,

dashboard, lights or steering wheel and injects these messages into the vehicular network, pretending to
be a trusted source [3, 22].

Features
T4: Sniffing CAN Traffic
T5: Send malicious workload in CAN network
T00: Receive message
T1: Message Authentication
T2: Collision Distance *
T3: Notification

Mitigation

1. Use digital signatures or HMAC, which will provide data integrity and message authentication.
Attacker will need to forge the signature of the corresponding source ECU in order to construct
malicious message coming from trusted source, which is infeasible. Digital signatures will provide
non-repudiation as well.

2. Checksums offer weak protection since they rely on weak cryptographic functions, but impose
small performance overhead and can be used in non-critical vehicle systems.

3. Active Bundles (AB) encapsulate sensitive data with policies and policy enforcement engine [23,
24, 25, 26, 27] to provide privacy and integrity protection. We provide a more detailed description
of this approach in section 5.

Cost of the attack
C1: No alert issued since legitimate messages are silenced
C2: Response delay
C3: Entering dangerous road situation such as collision or causing traffic jam

Cost of mitigation
C4: Digital signature verification will take time, the exact amount depending on the algorithm. Ta-

ble 5 provides a summary of the cost analysis for this attack.

Impact on Safety
Digital signature verification may result in cryptographic loss. Queue of signed messages waiting

for signature verification may become overloaded / full and then messages from authenticated ECUs
might be lost or delivered too late. It may result in applying brakes too late or in late reaction of wheels
on steering wheel rotation or in engine failures. These negative consequences may lead to very serious
accidents.

Active Bundles provide secure data dissemination in untrusted environments, which is required in
V2V networks where topology may change fast. However, the authentication procedure between AB
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Table 5: Masquerade attack cost
Code Transaction Total cost

T4 Sniffing CAN Traffic -

T5 Send Malicious Workload
in CAN Network

15 ms

T00 Receive message µ

T1 Message Authentication 1.48 ms

T2 Collision Distance 0.5 ms

T3 Send Notification 2 ms

Total overhead 18.98 ms + µ

and communicating service takes around 1 second, which makes it inapplicable for critical systems of
the vehicle. Thus, ABs can be used in non-time critical communications, e.g. for secure dissemination
of video data in V2V systems [28].

4.5 Replay attack

Description
This attack consists of multiple masquerade attacks. The attacker re-injects messages/warnings pre-

viously received by the receiver [3, 22].

Features
T4: Sniffing CAN Traffic
T5: Send malicious workload in CAN network
T00: Receive message
T1: Message Authentication
T2: Collision Distance *
T3: Notification

T2 is specific to the pre-collision system. Some vehicular components such as “odometer” or
“speedometer” can be manipulated to display falsified speed by replaying the same message [22].

An attacker must understand how targeted ECU (electronic control unit) functions. Miller and
Valasek argue that for this attack to succeed, the attacker must send messages more frequently than
the responsible ECU [22].

Mitigation

1. Time stamped messages. An accurate source of time is required (i.e. synchronized clock)

2. Use unique sequence numbers. Keep a cache of recently received messages, against which new
messages can be compared

Cost of the attack
C1: No alert issued since legitimate messages are silenced
C2: Response delay
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C3: Entering dangerous road situation such as collision or causing traffic jam

Cost of mitigation
C4: Computation delay

Impact on Safety
Managing out-of-order packets will require a buffer at both sender and receiver’s sides (like in the

TCP protocol). If receiver’s window is full then new arriving packets containing useful road information
will be dropped, thus vehicle may enter jammed roads instead of making a detour and generally become
more vulnerable for collisions.

5 V2V Privacy Protection with Active Bundles

We have developed a mechanism for privacy-preserving data dissemination in V2V systems such that:

• Each node is only able to access data items for which it is authorized

• Vehicle manufacturers, law enforcement and drivers are able to define access control policies for
vehicles’ data items

• Secure data dissemination in trusted and untrusted V2V environments is provided

• Message authenticity and integrity is provided

While developing this scheme, we analyzed existing sets of regulations for data security policies in V2V
systems in the US and the EU. The proposed scheme is based on a data self-protection mechanism called
“active bundle” [26]. Active bundles encapsulate private data in a package with data protection policies
and an engine that is capable of enforcing the policies associated with the data in various domains.

Sensi&ve	  	  
Data	  

Metadata	  

Policy	  enforcer	  (VM)	  

•  Iden&ty	  informa&on	  
•  Data	  integrity	  checks	  
•  Access	  control	  policies	  
•  Dissemina&on	  policies	  
•  Life	  dura&on	  
•  …	  

•  Interprets	  metadata	  
•  Checks	  ac&ve	  bundle	  integrity	  
•  Enforces	  access	  and	  	  
dissemina&on	  control	  policies	  

Figure 1: Active bundle structure.
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The structure of an active bundle is shown in figure 1. Sensitive data constitutes content to be pro-
tected from privacy violations, data leaks and unauthorized dissemination. Metadata describes the active
bundle and its privacy policies. The metadata includes (but is not limited to) the following components:
(a) provenance metadata; (b) integrity check metadata; (c) access control metadata; (d) dissemination
control metadata; (e) life duration value. The policy enforcer (virtual machine) manages and controls
the program enclosed in a bundle. The main VM functions include (a) enforcing bundle access control
policies through apoptosis (self-destruction) or data filtering (b) enforcing bundle dissemination policies;
and (c) validating bundle integrity. Details of active bundle operation can be found in [26].

Active bundles provide self-protection of sensitive data with the help of an active policy and integrity
enforcer, as they move through various foreign platforms. This makes them a perfect fit for dissemina-
tion of V2V data, which are subject to highly mobile environments with varying context and security
requirements. We previously used active bundles as an effective mechanism for privacy-preserving iden-
tity management in the cloud [23, 24]. We developed a C++ application running on a Raspberry Pi board
to illustrate secure dissemination of video data captured by a vehicle’s camera, by applying different face
recognition algorithms to the captured images for use in the access policies. We performed experimental
evaluation of the proposed mechanism to measure the performance in terms of detection accuracy and re-
sponse time, the details of which can be found in [28]. The results of the performed experiments provide
a basis for the investigation of the tradeoffs between safety/security and performance in V2V systems.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we proposed a systematic approach for the analysis of attacks on V2V networks. The
proposed approach is based on a break-down of attacks into feature sets, and enables simplified associa-
tion of mitigation costs with various types of attacks for use in security/safety/performance optimization
of V2V networks. We provided analyses of major V2V attacks using the proposed model, which will
help guide research efforts focusing on the development of quantitative models of the tradeoffs between
security and performance in V2V networks.

We presented active bundles as a mechanism for providing secure data dissemination in V2V net-
works. The active bundle approach enables dynamic adaptability of V2V data sharing to context and
need changes. We plan to focus on the exploration of possible dynamic adaptability features in future
work. The activities for this task will include consideration of tradeoffs between the complexity/perfor-
mance overhead of security mechanisms and the level of security required based on operation context
(emergency, normal conditions etc.). Our future work will also include development of data filtering
mechanisms to provide fine-grain access control to V2V data according to context.

In future work we also plan to focus on more fine-grain performance overhead analysis. Every
system of the vehicle such as the engine control, brake control, airbag control, light, air-conditioning etc.
requires throughput measurements and estimation of maximum allowed performance overhead imposed
by data protection and safety mechanisms. We aim to obtain realistic estimates for the performance
overhead imposed by every protection mechanism in vehicle systems. We will identify and quantify
costs associated with detection and mitigation of attacks. Tradeoffs between safety and data security will
determine the applicability of a specific data protection mechanism for a specific vehicle’s system.
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